
FOLD UP DOOR
MAKE  TH E  EN TRANCE  MORE  EA S Y

AND  COMFOR TAB L E

Folding door for
heavy traffic
industrial areas



Fast folding fabric doors are one of our special doors that we offer to customers in very busy places. It has
satisfied our customers who use our door with its comfort and insulation. These doors, which can be used for
many years, are generally used in industry. It allows you to enter and exit easily with fast opening time
without any trouble.

High Speed PVC Door System



Safe

One of the biggest problems in some industrial areas is that the wind
and rain caused by the environment disrupt the work inside. As LID,
we are not stranger to these problems and we manufacture special
doors that are resistant to these situations.

These doors, which are quite fast, work without problems and do
not create any grievances to our customers. Opening and closing
speeds are very satisfying and frequent use of the door have been
an indispensable choice for industries.

Generally, the PVC fabric door can be used too much due to the
intensity of the work. Therefore, the security of the door is at the
forefront for us. LID doors do not compromise in terms of security.

Perfect Solutions for Entrances

Fast

Resistant



Service

The operation and using of the door are surprisingly simple. The
door moves smoothly up and down along the side guides. When the
door is to be opened, the bottom beam moves up, the fabric is
folded and so the door is opened. Also, there is no rail under the
door. Thus, your vehicles and equipment can be easily entered and
exited.

Economical

LID manufacture all its products from quality parts. Our goal is to
produce long-lasting doors and make our customers satisfied about
entrances problem. Doors are manufactured with low maintenance
so that a situation that will block your operations does not occur in
terms of doors. 

Simple

Our doors are important for your business to function smoothly. In
case of any malfunction, our special technicians serve 7-24 and do
their best to avoid any grievances.



Dimension

Structure

Fabric

Specification

You can see all the details about our
products on the following pages.
Product features are described in detail,
you can find all the technical properties
related to the product. All information
has been provided so that no questions
will be raised in your mind.

Thickness of the fabric is 1-2 mm. It is
built to last for many years and has a
strong resistance to rain and wind.

All the metal parts of our door are made of
galvanized steel. The frame of our door is
produced in one piece. Our product, which
has a very strong body structure, provides
strong durability.

If our doors will be used indoors, we can
produce 100 square meters. If it is used for
outdoor use, it will be limited to 42 square
meters.



Motor Belt

Brands of the motors are Siemens and
Arcelik. Specifications of the motor
change according to dimensions of
doors.

Speed

The number of belts may vary depending on
the width of the door. Belts are very durable
and long lasting. Thanks to these belts, the
door is lifted upwards and folded.

Standard: 90 cm/s
Increase up to: 150 cm/s



Wind Resistant Fire Resistant

The doors can withstand 
80 km/h wind pressures

Insulation

Fabrics implied for the door are fire resistant.
It is not easily flammable and also has the
ability to extinguish itself when the fire is
removed.

A special seal is installed in the lower
part of the beam to prevent air flow.
This prevents hot or cold air exchange
from under the door.



Side Guides Control Panel

The side guides is made of steel construction. Two
guides provide smooth function for the entire load
when the door opens.   In addition, this structure
increase wind resistance.

The control panel is of high quality and durability. It has the technology that can
be used for many years. There are 2 direction buttons on the panel, 1 stop
buttons and that is the emergency button. Separate panel lock and key are
available so that the panel can be used by the authorities (optional). There are
LCD on the panel that indicate the status of the door.



Operation Manual
There are 3 buttons on the control panel to
control the door, these are the on-off and
stop buttons. The door can be easily
opened, closed and stopped using these
functions. There are also audible and visual
signals on the panel while the door is
operated.

Safety
There is a section inside the lower part of
the engine for manual use. In order to
open and close the door manually, the
manual opening device to be delivered
after installation should be used in case of
power cut.

CE Standard. Applicable Directives
89/106/EC-99/93/E Applicable
Standards: - EN 13241-1:2003+A1:2011-
EN 12978:2008



Color

So many color options.
You can modified PVC fabric
doors with your choice.

RAL 3020 RAL 2003

RAL 5010 RAL 5012

RAL 6018 RAL 6019

RAL 1018 RAL 9006

RAL 7039 RAL 1013

RAL 9010 RAL 9005

Optional

Curtain Photocell

Windows

Remote Control

Loop Dedector

Buzzer

Radar



Folding
Door

about
us
Established in 2010, LID is a supplier and
installer firm of special doors and services
for industrial. A more valuable, less
invasive way where customers are learned
rather than bought. We are exactly
passionate it, and our mission is to help
people earn and use the doors easily. We
are excited to do works with our clients,
we try our best to make perfect doors in
their industry areas.

High Speed PVC Fabric Door

Industrial Door

Piknik Street, 
Bursa, Turkey

info@largeindustrialdoor.com

www.largeindustrialdoor.com 

+90 216 379 95 95


